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Abstract

 

—The present paper is devoted the development and formal representation of a descriptive model for
an information technology to automate the morphological analysis of cytologic preparations (a tumor of the
lymphatic system). The theoretical basis of the model is a descriptive approach to image analysis and under-
standing and its main mathematical tools. Practical application of the algebraic tools of the descriptive approach
is demonstrated, and the algorithmic scheme of the technology is described in the language of descriptive image
algebras.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is devoted the development and formal
description of a descriptive model of an information
technology for automated morphological analysis of
cytologic preparations for patients with tumors of the
lymphatic system [4].

Analysis of the morphology of blood cells is a fun-
damental problem in diagnosing tumors of the blood
system (hemoblastoses) and researching the patterns of
tumor progression. Hemoblastoses are recognized by
informal, nonquantitative details of the morphology of
tumor cells (mainly their nuclei). Such an analysis
essentially depends on the skill level of the expert and
his experience.

In connection with the necessity of increasing the
effectiveness and exactness of diagnosing hemoblas-
toses by morphological analysis of blood cells, the task
of creating an automated diagnostic system using the
morphological analysis of cellular preparations is
urgent.

In the present work, we describe the technology of
automated morphological image analysis of nuclei of
lymphoid cells of diseased hemoblastoses; this technol-
ogy can serve as the basis for such a system.

The main tasks of the paper are, first, to build the
structure of an information technology, and, second, to
describe it using the mathematical tools of a descriptive
approach to image analysis and understanding
(DAIAU) [3]. The developed mathematical model
should guarantee uniform representation of the algo-

rithm for solving the task essential for programming
and useful for comparing various information technol-
ogies created for solving one and the same task.

The theoretical basis of this mathematical model is
the DAIAU [3] and its main tools—descriptive image
algebras (DIAs) [5, 7], descriptive image models
(DIMs) [13], and generating descriptive trees (GDTs)
[6].

In the section DESCRIPTIVE APPROACH TO
IMAGE ANALYSIS AND UNDERSTANDING, we
introduce the main theoretical information necessary
for understanding the suggested methods and resources
for describing the information technology. This section
contains five subsections. In the subsection 

 

Algebriza-
tion of Image Analysis

 

, the history of algebraization is
briefly described. The subsection 

 

Descriptive Image
Algebras

 

 contains a short description of the mathemat-
ical language used in describing the scheme of the
information technology. In the subsection 

 

Descriptive
Images Models

 

, we introduce the main definitions of
image models whose construction from input data is
necessary in order to apply them for recognizing algo-
rithms. The subsection 

 

Generating Descriptive Trees

 

contains a description of the concept of constructing
multimodel representations by means of specialized
trees. In the subsection 

 

Descriptive Model of a Pattern
Recognition Task

 

, a simplified descriptive model of the
pattern recognition task is described based on multimo-
del representations of images.

The section DESCRIPTIVE MODEL OF MOR-
PHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF CELL NUCLEI OF
THE LYMPHATIC SYSTEM contains an interpreta-
tion of the main theoretical tools of DAIAU for their
usage in solving the task of a morphological analysis of
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nuclei. This section also contains five subsections. In
the subsection 

 

Statement of the Task

 

, input data are
described and a specific task statement is formulated. In
the subsection 

 

Descriptive Image Algebras, 

 

operations
and operands (and their semantic functions) of DIAs
and descriptive image groups (DIGs) necessary for
constructing the algebraic model for morphological
analysis of cell nuclei of the lymphatic system are intro-
duced. In the subsections 

 

Descriptive Image Models

 

and 

 

Generating Descriptive Trees

 

, DIMs and GDTs are
introduced, respectively, necessary for constructing the
algebraic model. In the subsection 

 

Algorithmic Scheme
of the Morphological Analysis of Cell Nuclei of the
Lymphatic System

 

, we describe the descriptive model
of the information technology for automating morpho-
logical analysis of cytologic preparations for patients
with lymphatic tumors. The described information
technology has been tested on preparations of patients
with malignant and benign tumors. In the section, 

 

Algo-
rithmic Scheme of the Morphological Analysis of Cell
Nuclei of the Lymphatic System

 

, the results of testing of
the described technology are discussed.

The basic components of the technology are
described with DIA and presented in the form of an
algorithmic scheme DIA. The latter guarantees stan-
dard representation of technologies for making intellec-
tual decisions.

2. DESCRIPTIVE APPROACH TO IMAGE 
ANALYSIS AND UNDERSTANDING

 

2.1. Algebraization of Image Analysis

 

The main distinctive singularity of the given paper is
that the tools of the descriptive approach are applied to
the description of algorithms used for solving the
applied task.

Algebraization of pattern recognition and image
analysis has attracted and continues to attract the atten-
tion of many researchers. Appreciable attempts to cre-
ate a formal apparatus ensuring a unified and compact
representation for procedures of image processing and
image analysis were inspired by practical requirements
for effective implementation of algorithmic tools to
process and analyze images on computers with special-
ized architectures, in particular, cellular and parallel.

The idea of constructing a unified language for con-
cepts and operations used in image processing
appeared for the first time in works by Unger [21], who
suggested to parallelize algorithms for processing and
image analysis on computers with cellular architecture.

Mathematical morphology, developed by G. Mate-
ron and Z. Serra [16], became a starting point for a new
mathematical wave in handling and image analysis.
Serra and Sternberg [18, 19] were the first to succeed in
constructing an integrated algebraic theory of process-
ing and image analysis on the basis of mathematical
morphology. It is believed [15] that it was precisely
Sternberg who introduced the term “image algebra”

[17] in the current standard sense. (We note that
U. Grenander used this concept in the 1970s; however,
he was talking about another algebraic construction
[2]). Within the limits of this direction, an array of
works continues to be written, devoted to the develop-
ment of specialized algebraic constructions implement-
ing or improving upon methods of mathematical mor-
phology.

The concept of an algebraization has been success-
fully implemented in the case of classical pattern recog-
nition [25]. Passage from the algebra of pattern recog-
nition algorithms to an algebra of image recognition
algorithms requires a choice, first, of algorithms used as
elements of algebra, and second, of algebraic represen-
tations of images that make it possible to formalize the
task of choosing descriptors. It is expedient to select
representations taking into account the possibility of
combining the initial information and algorithms of dif-
ferent types. For the first time, the idea of a combina-
tion of qualifiers with optimization of their operation by
algebraic correction was suggested and justified by
Yu.I. Zhuravlev [25]. The complex of mathematical
methods related to synthesis and research of such qual-
ifiers is known under the common title “Algebraic
Approach to Tasks of Recognition, Classification, and
Prediction.” In the English-Language literature for the
designation of qualifiers, the term Multiple Classifiers
[20] is used. Recently, quite interesting results have
been achieved in the field of theoretical-informational
analysis of combined qualifiers [13], developments of
specific strategies for merging algorithms [14], and
usage of methods of code theory in tomography [24].

The algebraization of pattern recognition and image
analysis, thus, has a long history: Unger, Sternberg,
Serra, Zhuravlev, Grenander, Ritter, and others, but
according to our information, algebraic methods as a
whole and the descriptive approach in particular have
never been applied to solving the task of analysis and
recognition of medical images.

The main objective of the theoretical apparatus of
image models [3, 13] is the structuring of various meth-
ods, operations, and representations used in analysis
and image processing. The ultimate goal of image mod-
els is automation of knowledge extraction from images:
(a) an automatic choice of methods and algorithms for
understanding, estimations, and pattern recognition;
(b) an automatic testing of quality and applicability of
input data for solving the task of pattern recognition.

The main tools are image models, DIAs [5, 7],
DIMs [13], and GDTs [6].

DIA is a mathematical language for the description,
comparison, and standardization of analysis algo-
rithms, processing, and pattern recognition. DIA makes
it possible to achieve flexibility and standardization in
the creation and application of algorithmic schemes of
extracting information from images.

Tasks, objects, and conversions of “Image Mining”
are set by hierarchical structures built by means of
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application of DIA operations to a set of primitive
tasks, primitives of the image, and the main basis con-
versions.

In such an approach, there exists the possibility of
changing the methods for solving a subtask using oper-
ations of image analysis as elements of DIA, and thus
to save the entire scheme of the technology for the
extraction of information from images.

DIMs are mathematical objects designed for repre-
sentation of information extracted from an image and
its legend, in the form adopted by the recognizing algo-
rithm. The image legend can contain information on a
subject domain, on a scene, on the illumination inten-
sity, on the means by which it is obtained, on sensors
and on the imaging system, about the position of the
observer used for registration of the image, and other
additional semantic and contextual information. DIM
has been introduced to formalize the scheme of pattern
recognition [4, 8, 9] in such a manner that the step of
adapting images to a form convenient for recognition is
one in which the source images are transferred to the
corresponding model of the source image leading to the
recognition algorithm.

One of concepts of DAIAU is that of operational
characterization of an image, that is, construction of the
formal description of the image model of the image,
which is considered as implementation in the image of
a certain system of conversions by which an image can
be constructed from an image and other objects of a
simpler nature, i.e., nonproductive elements and
selected objects in the image. With such an approach, it
is suggested not only to formalize image models by
introducing the main classes of descriptive image mod-
els, but also to introduce hierarchies of formal image
descriptions and multilevel multidimensional models
allowing, in the course of recognition, to select and
change the required degree of detail of the description
of the object of recognition. The given hierarchies of
formal descriptions of images and multilevel multidi-
mensional models are described by means of special
classes of trees (GDTs) which generate multimodel and
multidimensional representations of images.

In the development of image models, a descriptive
model of the task of recognition is constructed, which
would schematically describe the pattern recognition
task. On the basis of the descriptive model of the recog-
nition task, the mathematical settings of the pattern rec-
ognition task can be formulated, which are mathemati-
cal bases for automating the extraction of knowledge
from images.

Zhuravlev [28] proposed the first mathematical
statement of the task of pattern recognition. He also
introduced the determined pattern recognition algo-
rithm. Gurevich [3] introduced the formal description
of image analysis—pattern recognition task. Later, he
set the task of pattern recognition based on equivalence
classes of images [10].

 

2.2. Descriptive Image Algebras

 

In [5, 7], the main results obtained in the course of
researching the new class of algebras are described.
Definitions DIA, base DIA, and DIA with one ring
were introduced; a classification was obtained, express-
ing how the authors imagined the hierarchy of modern
algebras and the place of DIA in this hierarchy; a
method of checking the properties of operands and
operations for constructing a DIA with one ring was
demonstrated (the given method was obtained in study-
ing the specificity of new algebras of images); opera-
tions of the Ritter algebra for images [17] were selected
for constructing DIAs (the given task was solved in a
study of the operations of a DIA with one ring); the
means are demonstrated of constructing DIMs using
special classes of DIA (it is necessary to formalize
algorithmic schemes of image analysis); necessary and
sufficient conditions for generation of DIAs with one
ring have been identified (the given conditions were
obtained in studying the main operands and operations
of DIAs).

Let us recall the definitions of a DIA:

 

Definition 1

 

 [7]. The algebra is called a 

 

descriptive
image algebra

 

 if its operands consist of image models
(including the fact that both an image and a group of
values and characteristics related to the image can be
selected as the model) or operations over images, or
both simultaneously.

 

Definition 2

 

 [7]. A descriptive image algebra is
called a 

 

base descriptive image algebra

 

 if its operands
consist of only image models or only operations over
images.

 

Definition 3

 

 [7]. Ring U, which is a finite-dimen-
sional vector space over some field P, is a

 

 descriptive
image algebra with one ring

 

 if its operands are either
image models, or operations over images.

A DIA with one ring, thus, should satisfy the prop-
erties of a classical algebra. A DIA with one ring is a
base DIA since it contains one ring of elements of one
nature, that is, either a ring of image models or a ring of
operations over images.

 

2.3. Descriptive Image Models

 

In [5, 13], the main results obtained during studies
of DIMs are described. The main types of image mod-
els have been defined. It has been shown what types of
image models are generated by the main types of DIAs
with one ring. We will recall some definitions and state-
ments of image models.

 

Any

 

 

 

image I

 

 can be unambiguously put into corre-

spondence with the totality of sets ({ }, { }, { }),

where { } is the set of initial information, { } is the
set of transformations applicable to the set of initial

information, and { } is the set of resules of applying
transformations to the initial information.

Ĩ0 Õ M̃

Ĩ0 Õ

M̃
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In image models, four classes of DIMs have been
introduced. We need three classes of image models for
the description of morphological image analysis of
cytologic preparations: image models, procedural
image models, and parametrical image models. We will
recall the definitions of the given three classes of image
models.

 

Definition 4

 

. 

 

An

 

 

 

I-model 

 

of an image is any element

 

I

 

' of a set of { } of image realizations.

 

Definition 5

 

. 

 

An image representation

 

 

 

�

 

(

 

I

 

 is a for-
mal scheme intended for deriving the standardized
formal description of surfaces, point configurations,
forms making up the image, and relationships
between them.

 

Definition 6. 

 

An image model

 

 

 

M

 

(

 

I

 

) is a formal
description constructed by implementing of an image
representation 

 

�

 

(

 

I

 

).

 

Definition 7

 

. 

 

A realization of an image

 

 

 

representa-
tion

 

 is the application of the representation to realiza-
tions of the original image with particular parameter
values specified for the transformations involved in the
representation.

 

Definition 8

 

. 

 

The T-representation 

 

�

 

T

 

( , ) of the
image

 

 I 

 

is the formal scheme designed to obtain the
standardized formal description of the image and con-
structed using context and semantic information {

 

B

 

} 

 

⊂

 

{ }, procedural transformations {

 

O

 

T

 

( )} 

 

⊂

 

 { }

and structuring elements {

 

S

 

( )} 

 

⊂

 

 { } ( ,  are the
parameters of procedural transformations and structur-
ing elements, respectively).

 

Definition 9.

 

 

 

A

 

 realization 

 

of the T-representation

 

�

 

T

 

( , ) of the image

 

 I 

 

is the process of applying the
representation 

 

�

 

T

 

( , ) with chosen values (  = ,

 = ) of parameters of transformations involved in
the representation to implementations of the initial

image {

 

I

 

'} 

 

⊂

 

 { }.

 

Definition 10.

 

 

 

A

 

 

 

P-representation 

 

�

 

P

 

( , ) of the
image

 

 I 

 

is a formal sceme designed to obtain the stan-
dardized formal description of the image and con-
structed, using the context and semantic information

{

 

B

 

} 

 

⊂

 

 { }, parametric transformations {

 

O

 

P

 

( )} 

 

⊂

 

{ } and structuring elements {

 

S

 

( )} 

 

⊂

 

 { } ( , 
are the parameters of parametric transformations and
structuring elements, respectively).

 

Definition 11. 

 

A realization of the

 

 

 

P-representation

 

�

 

P

 

( , ) of an image

 

 I 

 

is the process of applying the
representation 

 

�

 

P

 

( , ) with chosen values (  = ,

 = ) of parameters of transformations involved in
the representation to implementations of the initial

image {

 

I

 

'} 

 

⊂

 

 { }.

Ĩ '

η̃ µ̃

B̃ η̃ ÕT

µ̃ S̃ η̃ µ̃

η̃ µ̃
η̃ µ̃ η̃ η̃0

µ̃ µ̃0

Ĩ '

η̃ µ̃

B̃ η̃
ÕP µ̃ S̃ η̃ µ̃

η̃ µ̃
η̃ µ̃ η̃ η̃0

µ̃ µ̃0

Ĩ '

Statement 1. The setting of the value of the param-
eters of parametrical (procedural) conversions and
structuring elements ensures generation of a set of
P-models (G-models) of the image by any P-represen-
tation (G-representation).

Statement 2. Any T-model of image MT ∈ { }
generates some implementation of image I ', that is, an

I-model of image MI ≡ I ' ∈ { } ≡ { }.

2.4. Generating Descriptive Trees

The introduction of axiomatics of DAIAU [13] and
definition of three classes of DIM has led to the intro-
duction of a new mathematical object for structuring
representations of images and generation of image
models.

Three types of appropriate conversions generating
rules and a source image are necessary for constructing
the three classes of representations of images (proce-
dural, parametrical, and generating representations of
images). The source image is described by means of a
set of its implementations and by means of context-sen-
sitive and semantic information.

According to the introduced axiomatics and defini-
tions of various classes of representations of images, in
this way, for merging and combination of various prop-
erties of image models, it is necessary to introduce the
following hierarchies: the hierarchy of possible imple-
mentations of images; the hierarchies of semantic and
context-sensitive information in images; the hierarchies
of parametrical, procedural, and generating conver-
sions; and hierarchies of generating rules. It is sug-
gested to implement such structures in the form of spe-
cial trees.

Specialization of the concept of a tree on the whole
is related to specialization of nodes of a tree. As nodes
we will select objects, operations, or rules of image
analysis tasks used to construct different image models.
Such nodes are called GDT descriptors. The definitions
of parent, calculated, fixed, objective, and abstract
GDT descriptors have been introduced, but will not be
dwelt on in this work.

The concept of GDT first arose in [8]. In [8], in the
definition of GDT, the concept of a descriptor was not
explicitly introduced. In the given paper, this concept is
treated and the statement that each descriptor is an
image model has been refuted.

Definition 12. The generating descriptive tree
(GDT) is the structure intended for classification and
automated generation of image models and it possesses
the following properties:

(1) GDT descriptors are GDT nodes;

(2) Every GDT combines the descriptors of one
type; that is, GDTs represent the same type of proper-
ties of an image;

M̃T

M̃T Ĩ '
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(3) Each GDT element can be united with another
element to generate new partial multiaspect image
models;

(4) Descriptors are linked among themselves by par-
ent–daughter relationships;

(5) Each descriptor has a relationship with a unique
parent descriptor and can have some links with derived
descriptors. If the descriptor has no parent, it is called a
radical GDT. If the descriptor has no derived descrip-
tors, it is called a leaf.

Note that parametrical GDTs are GDTs intended for
classification and automation of the generation of para-
metrical image models. A parametrical GDT, thus, con-
tains GDT descriptors describing the properties of
parametrical conversions, leading to an evaluation of
features of images. A procedural GDT is a GDT
intended for classification and automation of the gener-
ation of procedural image models. A procedural GDT,
thus, contains the GDT descriptors describing the prop-
erties of procedural conversions.

2.5. Descriptive Model 
of a Pattern Recognition Task

Let us introduce, on the basis of setting a pattern
recognition task, a simplified model of a pattern recog-
nition task.

Let  be a set of source images, and let

 be a set of classes (in some cases, sets of
equivalence classes of images). Algorithm A solves the
pattern recognition task if it puts in correspondence to
a set of source images a set of predicates ,
where predicate Pj(Ii) = αij takes following value: αij =
1 if image Ii belongs to class Kj; αij = 0 if image Ii does
not belong to class Kj; αij = ∆ if algorithm A cannot set
the belonging of image Ii to class Kj . It is possible to
say, in such a manner, that the pattern recognition task
is described by the following scheme:

(1)

It is obvious that not every recognizing algorithm
correctly solves the pattern recognition task—this has
led to the idea of a combination of several various rec-
ognition algorithms. Zhuravlev [28] was the first to
suggest and justify the idea of combining qualifiers
with optimization of their work by algebraic correction.
In the English-language literature, such qualifiers are
termed Multiple Classifiers [22].

Taking into account the possibility of combining
recognition algorithms, the pattern recognition task is
described by the following scheme:

(2)

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,=

K j{ } j 1 … m, ,=

P j Ii( ){ }m n×

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,= P j Ii( ){ }m n× .A

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,=  P j Ii( ){ }m n× .
{Ak}k = 1, …, l

Multialgorithmic qualifiers are applied to various
images of a learning set for customization of internal
parameters. Trained multialgorithmic qualifiers are
applied to a recognized set of images, and they generate
a set of predicates taking a value from the set (0, 1, rec-
ognition failure) for each class of recognition and each
recognized image.

Let us consider the fact that image models are
always constructed during the solution of the pattern
recognition task (image reduction to a recognizable
form is a necessary step of any recognition task). Then,
scheme (1) is transformed to the following:

(3)

where M is some image model.
Let us expand the idea of multiplicity from algo-

rithms (multialgorithmic qualifiers) on a model: instead
of one model, we will build multimodel representations
of images.

Normally, various formal representations of images
include only part of the data that the image carries in
itself: the image model does not reflect all the specifics
of images. For the description of images via its multi-
aspect characteristics and features, we offer the follow-
ing approach for generating multimodel representa-
tions of images:

(1) a GDT set is constructed;
(2) every GDT generates one or several formal rep-

resentations of the images most precisely reflecting
necessary for solution of a task in view of recognition
of properties of images;

(3) all these representations are combined in one or
several formal multimodel representations, which are
used for all source images or for some classes of source
images in the given recognition task.

Scheme (3), on the basis of multiplicity of models,
will be transformed to the following scheme, where at
the first step, some combination of models (M1, …, Ms)
instead of a specific model M is used:

(4)

The combination of schemes (2) and (4) leads to the
following scheme:

(5)

As the given scheme does not consider the learning
step of the recognizing algorithm, the following three-
stage modification is introduced: (1) construction of an
image representation; (2) learning—customization of
the selected recognition algorithms for learning a set of
images; (3) recognition—consecutive application of
pattern recognition algorithms to each recognized

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,=

M Ii( ){ }i 1 … n, ,= P j Ii( ){ }m n× ,M A

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,=

 My Ii( ){ }s n× P j Ii( ){ }m n× .
{My}y = 1, …, s A

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,=

 My Ii( ){ }s n×  P j Ii( ){ }m n× .
{My}y = 1, …, s {Ak}k = 1, …, l
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image. Stage 1 of the construction of a multimodel rep-
resentation is divided into two substeps: (a) construc-
tion of multimodel representations of a learning set;
(b) construction of multimodel representations of the
recognized set. Depending on the selected recognition
algorithms, stage 1b is fulfilled together with stage 1a
(in the case of identical multimodel representations
being built for the learning and recognizing set), or
after the end of stage 1a (then, at stage 1a, the choice of

multimodel representations being built for the recog-
nizing set), or after the end of stage 2. In the latter case,
the result of the performance of the recognizing algo-
rithm can influence the choice of multimodel represen-
tation of the recognized image.

In the case of recognition with a learning set, the
recognition scheme will assume the following form
(Scheme 6):

(6)

Ii{ }
i 1 … n

2
---, ,=

My
1 Ii( ){ }

s1
n
2
---×

   Pg p( ) Ii( ){ }
r

n
2
---×

 p0

Ii{ }
i

n
2
--- 1 … n, ,+=

My
2 Ii( ){ }

s2 n
n
2
---–⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞×
 Pg Ii( ){ }

r n
n
2
---–⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞×

{My}y = 1, …, s
1

1
{Ak(p)}k = 1, …, l

21(a)
INFO

{My}y = 1, …, s
2

2

1(b)

{Ak(p0)}k = 1, …, l

3

3. DESCRIPTIVE MODEL 
OF THE MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 

OF CELL NUCLEI LYMPHATIC SYSTEM

3.1. Setting the Task

Input data. (1) Microphotographs of lymphatic
organs of patients with three diagnoses: B-cellular
chronic lymphoid leukosis (CLL); sarcomatous trans-
formation of a B-cellular chronic lymphoid leukosis
(TCLL); primary B-cellular lymphosarcoma (LS).1

The prints of the material were obtained within 20–30
min after biopsy and were stained according to Gimza.
Microphotographs were obtained on an original digital
video microscopic setup mounted on a Leica DMRB
microscope with Planapohromat ×100/1.3 oil-immer-
sion lenses. The area of one pixel in the digital micro-
photographs constitutes 0.0036 or 0.0064 µm2. Photos
of preparations were saved in the form of 24-bit color
images 1792 × 1200 or 1536 × 1024 pixels in size in
TIFF format. In Fig. 1, a monochrome photo of a prep-
aration of a lymph node is presented. Dark roundish
areas on a light background represent lymphocyte
nuclei. Light, close to white impregnations in a dark
nucleus represent a chromatin nucleus. (2) Contours,
determined by expert morphologists, of diagnostically
valuable lymphoid cell nuclei (nuclei characteristic of
three diagnoses are presented in Fig. 2).

Setting the task.To construct an information tech-
nology for referring new images of cell nuclei of the
lymphatic system to one of the classes of images corre-
sponding to the three established diagnoses: malignant
tumors (LS, TCLL), or benign tumors (CLL).

Separate aspects of solving this task have been sur-
veyed in [4, 11], the results of which are partially used
in this section and in posing the task.

1 According to the classification of A. Bobrova and M. Brilliant
[24].

Information technology. The technology is based
on processing and image analysis methods and pattern
recognition methods. Processing and image analysis
methods are used in solving problems of obtaining
images of cytologic preparations and segmentation of
cellular nuclei, as well as obtaining data necessary for
constructing a description of the features of nuclei. Pat-
tern recognition methods are used for constructing a
description of the features of nuclei, patients, and clas-
sification of patients.

The information technology includes the following
stages:

(1) Creation of an archive of images of preparations
of lymphatic organs with selected nuclei of lympho-
cytes for patients with benign and malignant tumors of
the lymphatic system.

(2) Image processing for the purpose of eliminating
differences in luminance and staining of preparations.

Fig. 1. Monochrome microphotograph of the print of a
lymph node. Lens ×100.
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(3) The choice and evaluation of features reflecting
morphological characteristics used in diagnostics of
lymphoid cell nuclei.

(4) Qualitative and statistical analysis of the calcu-
lated features and an estimation of their self-descrip-
tiveness.

(5) Factor analysis of features.
(6) Creation of a description of features of the

patient on the basis of the results of cluster analysis of
the patient’s nuclei;

(7) Experiments on classification (diagnosing) of
patients.

The purpose of the given paper is to construct a
descriptive model of an information technology for
morphological analysis of cytologic preparations of
people with tumors of the lymphatic system. The
descriptive model should guarantee uniform represen-
tation of the algorithm for solving the task.

3.2. Descriptive Algebras of Images

Let us introduce the operands and operations (and
their functions) of DIA and DIG necessary to construct
the algebraic model for morphological analysis of
nuclei of lymphatic cells.

DIA 1 is a set of color images.
Operands: Set U ≡ {I} is a set of images of the sort

I = {{(r(x, y), g(x, y), b(x, y)), r(x, y), g(x, y), b(x, y) ∈
[0…M – 1]}, (x, y) ∈ X}, where M = 256 is the value of
maximum intensity of color components, n is the num-
ber of source images, and X is the set of pixels.

Operations consist of algebraic operations of (1)
vector addition by module M, (2) a vector product by
module M, and (3) the operation of taking an element
of the whole part of multiplication of module M by an
element from the field of real numbers of a vector com-
ponents of the image at each point of the image:

(1) I1 + I2 = {{((r1(x, y) + r2(x, y)) mod M, (g1(x, y) +
g2(x, y)) mod M, (b1(x, y) + b2(x, y)) mod M), r1(x, y),
r2(x, y), g1(x, y), g2(x, y), b1(x, y), b2(x, y) ∈ [0…M –
1]}, (x, y) ∈ X};

(2) I1I2 = {{((r1(x, y)r2(x, y)) mod M, (g1(x, y)g2(x,
y)) mod M, (b1(x, y)b2(x, y)) mod M), r1(x, y), r2(x, y),
g1(x, y), g2(x, y), b1(x, y), b2(x, y) ∈ [0…M – 1]}, (x, y) ∈
X};

(3) αI = {{([αr(x, y) mod M], [αg(x, y) mod M],
[αb(x, y) mod M]), r(x, y), g(x, y), b(x, y) ∈ [0…M – 1],
α ∈ R}, (x, y) ∈ X}.

DIA 1 is applied to the description of source images,
and the operation of product DIA 1 is applied to the
description of the segmentation stage of diagnostically
important nuclei in images.

DIG 1 is the set of operations sb((U, C)  U') of
the obtaining of binary masks corresponding to
selected nuclei of lymphatic cells, C is information on
contours of selected nuclei, and set U ' is a subset of set
U. If the image point (x, y) belongs to a selected
nucleus, then r components (x, y) = g(x, y) = b(x, y) = 1;
if the point (x, y) belongs to the background of a
nucleus, then r(x, y) = g(x, y) = b(x, y) = 0.

Operands: Elements DIG 1 are operations sb((U,
C)  U ') ∈ SB.

Addition and product operations are introduced to
the set of functions sb as operations of consecutive
obtaining of binary masks and their addition and prod-
uct, respectively:

(1) sb1(I, C) + sb2(I, C) = SB1 +SB2;

(2) sb1(I, C)sb2(I, C) = SB1SB2.

DIG 1 is applied to the description of the segmenta-
tion process.

DIG 2 is set U ' of binary masks.
Operands: Elements DIG 2 are binary masks SB =

{{(r(x, y), g(x, y), b(x, y)), r(x, y), g(x, y), b(x, y) ∈
{0,1}, r(x, y) = g(x, y) = b(x, y)]}, (x, y) ∈ X}, M = 256}.

Operations of addition and product are operations of
combination and intersection, respectively:

(1) SB1 + SB2 = {{(r1(x, y) ∨ r2(x, y), g1(x, y) ∨ g2(x,
y), b1(x, y) ∨ b2(x, y)), r1(x, y), r2(x, y), g1(x, y), g2(x, y),
b1(x, y), b2(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}}, (x, y) ∈ X};

(2) SB1SB2 = {{(r1(x, y) ∧ r2(x, y), g1(x, y) ∧ g2(x, y),
b1(x, y) ∧ b2(x, y)), r1(x, y), r2(x, y), g1(x, y), g2(x, y),
b1(x, y), b2(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}}, (x, y) ∈ X}.

DIG 2 is applied to the description of binary masks
of color images.

DIA 2 is a set grayscale images.
Operands: Set V ≡ {J} is set of images J =

{{gray(x, y)}(x, y) ∈ X, (x, y) ∈ [0, …, M – 1]}.

Fig. 2. Cell nuclei of patients with diagnoses of LS, TCLL, and CLL (from left to right).
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Operations—Algebraic operations of addition
module M, products of module M, and the operation of
taking of the whole part of the element of the product
on an element of the field of real numbers of module M
of the grayscale function of an image at each point of
the image:

(1) J1 + J2 = {{(gray1(x, y) + gray2(x, y)) mod M,
gray1(x, y), gray2(x, y) ∈ [0…M – 1]}, (x, y) ∈ X};

2) J1J2 = {{(gray1(x, y)gray2(x, y)) mod M, gray1(x,
y), gray2(x, y) ∈ [0…M – 1]}, (x, y) ∈ X};

3) αJ = {{[αgray(x, y) mod M], gray(x, y) ∈
[0…M – 1], α ∈ R}, (x, y) ∈ X}.

DIA 2 is applied to description of the selected nuclei
in images.

DIA 3 is set F of operations f(U  V), conversions
of elements of the set of color images into elements of
the set of grayscale images.

Operands: Elements of DIA 3 are operations
f(U  V) ∈ F; such conversions can be used for
smoothing the difference in luminance and in the color
range of images.

Operations of addition, product, and multiplication
by an element of the field of real numbers are intro-
duced to the set of functions f as serial operations for
obtaining grayscale images and their addition, product,
and multiplication by an element of the field of real
numbers, respectively:

(1) f1(I) + f2(I) = J1 + J2;

(2) f1(I)f2(I) = J1J2;

(3) αf(I) = αJ.
DIA 3 is applied to smoothing the difference in

luminance and in the color range of cell images.
DIA 4 is set G of operations g(V  P1) to evaluate

the features of grayscale images.
Operands: DIA 4 is a ring of functions g(V 

P1) ∈ G, where P1 is a set of P-models (parametrical
models).

Operations of addition, product, and multiplication
by a field element are introduced into the set of func-
tions g as operations of consecutive evaluation of
appropriate P-models and their addition, product, and
multiplication by a field element.

(1) g1(J) + g2(J) = p1(J) + p2(J);

(2) g1(J)g2(J) = p1(J)p2(J);

(3) αg(J) = αp(J).
DIA 4 is applied to computation of values of fea-

tures.
DIA 5 is set P1 of P-models.

Operands: Set P1 of P-models p = ( f1, f2, …, fn),
where f1, f2, …, fn are the features calculated in gray-
scale images, an n is the number of features.

Operations:
(1) Addition of two P-models is an operation of

combining numerical descriptions of images: p1 + p2 =

( , , …, ) + ( , , …, ) = ( , , …,

), where n3 is the number of features of P-model p1

a plus the number of features of P-model p2 a minus the
number of conterminous features of P-models p1; p2,

{ , , …, } ⊂ { , , …, , , , …,

} are not all repeating features from P-models p1

and p2 of grayscale images.

(2) The product of two P-models is the operation of
obtaining addition of numerical descriptions of images:

p1p2 = ( , , …, )( , , …, ) = ( , ,

…, ); n4 is the number of essential features of the

incorporated P-model of models p1 and p2; , , …,

 are essential features of P-model p1; and P-models

p2, , , …,  cannot belong to set { , , …,

, , , …, } and can consist of a combination
of features.

(3) Multiplication by a field element is an operation
of multiplication of an element of a P-model from set
P1 by a field element: αp = α(f1, f2, …, fn) = (αf1,
αf2, …, αfn).

DIA 5 is applied to the choice of the most informa-
tive features. Addition is applied to constructing the
incorporated parametrical model of the image. The
product is applied to bringing the set of features of
images to the set of essential features . Multiplication
by an element of the field of real numbers is applied to
normalization of the vector of features.

DIA 6 is set P2 of P-models (P2 includes the vector
of features of the same length).

Operands: Set P2 of P-models p(J) = ( f1(J), f2(J),
…, fn(J)), where n is the number of features; f1(J), f2(J),
…, fn(J) are features of grayscale images of features;
and f1(J), f2(J), …, fn(J) ∈ R.

Operations of addition, product, and multiplication
by a field element are introduced to set P2 as an opera-
tion of addition, product, and multiplication by an ele-
ment of the field of vectors:

(1) p(J1) + p(J2) = ( f1(J1), f2(J1), …, fn(J1)) + ( f1(J2),
f2(J2), …, fn(J2)) = ( f1(J1) + f1(J2), f2(J1) + f2(J2), …,
fn(J1) + fn(J2));

(2) p(J1)p(J2) = ( f1(J1), f2(J1), …, fn(J1))( f1(J2),
f2(J2), …, fn(J2)) = ( f1(J1)f1(J2), f2(J1)f2(J2), …,
fn(J1)fn(J2));

(3) αp(J) = α(f1(J), f2(J), …, fn(J)) = (αf1(J), αf2(J),
…, αfn(J)).

f 1
1 f 2

1 f n1
1 f 1

2 f 2
2 f n2

2 f 1
3 f 2

3

f n3
3

f 1
3 f 2

3 f n3
3 f 1

1 f 2
1 f n1

1 f 1
2 f 2

2

f n2
2

f 1
1 f 2

1 f n1
1 f 1

2 f 2
2 f n2

2 f 1
4 f 2

4

f n4
4

f 1
4 f 2

4

f n4
4

f 1
4 f 2

4 f n4
4 f 1

1 f 2
1

f n1
1 f 1

2 f 2
2 f n2

2
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DIA 6 is applied to the description of images
brought to a type convenient for recognition.

Table 1 shows all DIAs with one ring and DIGs used
to describe the algorithmic scheme for solving the task
of recognition of cytologic images.

3.3. Descriptive Image Models

Let us describe the DIMs necessary for constructing
the algebraic model for morphological analysis of lym-
phatic cell nuclei.

Source images of nuclei of cytologic preparations
are given by the set of implementations of images of

 ⊂ -digital representations of images

in TIFF format (n is the amount of source images); the
set of information on the patient and the diagnosis

 ⊂ ; the set of contours, selected by

experts, of diagnostically important nuclei of the cyto-

logic preparations  ⊂  (m is the num-

ber of diagnostically important nuclei selected in
images of cytologic preparations).

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,= Ĩ '{ }

Di{ }i 1 … n, ,= B̃ '{ }

C j{ } j 1 … m, ,= B̃ '{ }

Procedural DIM 1.
The purpose of introduction: description of the

selected masks describing the diagnostically important
nuclei in source images.

Input data: the set of implementations of images

 ⊂  and the set of contours of diagnos-
tically important nuclei of cytologic preparations

 ⊂ .

Procedural conversion:  is given by function
sb((U, C)  U') ∈ SB (DIG1), describing the method
of applying the segmentation algorithm (set U-set of
source images and set U'-subset of set U, such that three
color components take simultaneously either a value of
1 or 0).

DIG 1, thus, generates a set of procedural represen-
tations of images:

where j = 1, …, m, i(j) = 1, …, n, sb(Ii(j), Cj)( ) ∈
DIG1.

By the choice and posing of specific parameters of
the segmentation algorithm, a specific representation of
the image is constructed, the application of which to the

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,= Ĩ '{ }

C j{ } j 1 … m, ,= B̃ '{ }

OT
1

�1
T

Ii j( ) C j,( ) p̃( ){ } sb Ii j( ) C j,( ) p̃( ){ },≡

p̃

Table 1.  DIAs with one ring used for the description of the algorithmic scheme

Ring elements Ring operations Purpose

DIA 1 Color images Algebraic operations of vector addition of module M, the 
vector product of module M, and operation of taking the 
whole positive part from the multiplication of module M by 
an element of the field of real numbers of each point of the 
image

Description of source 
images and segmenta-
tion process

DIG 1 Operations of obtaining the 
binary mask corresponding 
to a selected nucleus on
a blood preparation

Serial operations of obtaining binary masks and their addi-
tion and product

The description of the 
segmentation process

DIG 2 Binary masks corresponding 
to selected nuclei

Algebraic operations of combination and intersection Description of binary 
masks

DIA 2 Grayscale images Algebraic operations of addition of module M, the product 
of module M, and the taking of the positive whole part from 
multiplication by an element of the field of real numbers of 
module M of the functions describing tonal images at each 
point of the image

Description
of selected nuclei
in images

DIA 3 Operations of converting 
color images into tonal 
images

Consecutive application of operations of obtaining tonal 
images and their addition, product, and multiplication by an 
element of the field of real numbers

Smoothing of the dif-
ference in luminance 
and the color range
of images

DIA 4 Operations of evaluating 
characters of images

Consecutive evaluation of appropriate P-models and their 
addition, product, and multiplication by a field element

Calculation of charac-
ters

DIA 5 P-models Operations of algebra of images (combination, addition, and 
multiplication by an element of the field of real numbers)

Choice of informative 
characters

DIA 6 P-models Operations of vector addition, product, and multiplication 
by a field element

Bringing of images
to a form convenient 
for recognition
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source information leads to the construction of proce-

dural models of source images { (Ii(j), Cj)}j = 1, …, m ≡

.

Note that procedural image models are also I-image
models (statement 2); that is, they are in themselves
implementations of source images. This means that to
procedural DIMs it is possible to apply procedural,
parametrical, and generating conversions over images
to construct new image models.

Procedural DIM 2.
Purpose of introduction: description of diagnosti-

cally important nuclei selected in images of cytologic
preparations.

Input data: the set of implementations of images

 ⊂  and the set of binary masks corre-
sponding to diagnostically important nuclei in images
of cytologic preparations described by DIMs,

.

Procedural conversion:  is set by operation
DIA1 of the product of appropriate source images and
binary masks.

Operation of product DIA 1, thus, generates a set of
procedural representations of images:

where j = 1, …, m, i(j) = 1, …, n.
When the obtained representation of the image is

applied to the source information, the set of procedural

models of source images  ≡

 is constructed.

Procedural DIM 3.
Purpose of introduction: representation of diag-

nostically important nuclei selected in images of cyto-
logic preparations in grayscale images. Conversion of a
color image into a grayscale one is carried out to elim-
inate the difference in color and luminance of prepara-
tions.

Input data: the set of diagnostically important
nuclei selected in images of cytologic preparations

described DIMs, .

Procedural conversion:  is given by the function
f(U  V) ∈ F (DIA 3) conversions of elements of a
set of color images into a set of elements of grayscale
images.

DIA 3, thus, generates a set of procedural represen-
tations of images:

where j = 1, …, m.

MT
1

I j
1{ } j 1 … m, ,=

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,= Ĩ '{ }

I j
1{ } j 1 … m, ,=

OT
2

�T
2

Ii j( ) I j
1,( ){ } Ii j( )I j

1{ },≡

MT
2 Ii j( ) I j

1,( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

I j
2{ } j 1 … m, ,=

I j
2{ } j 1 … m, ,=

OT
3

�T
3

I j
2( ){ } f I j

2( ){ },≡

When the obtained representation of the image is
applied to the source information, the set of procedural

models of source images  ≡

 is constructed.

Parametrical DIM 1.
Purpose of introduction: To obtain the description

of diagnostically important nuclei selected in images of
cytologic preparations in the form of the vector of fea-
tures. The given model of the image is admissible for
applying recognition algorithms.

Input data: The set of diagnostically important
nuclei selected in grayscale images of cytologic prepa-

rations described DIM, .

Parametrical conversions:  (q is the
quantity of parametrical conversions) are given by the
functions g(V  P1) ∈ G (DIA 4) for computing the
features of grayscale images.

DIA 4, thus, generates a set of parametrical repre-
sentations of images:

where j = 1, …, m.
When the obtained representation of the image is

applied to the source information, the set of parametri-

cal models of source images  ≡

 is constructed.

Parametrical DIM 2.
Purpose of introduction: To derive the description

of diagnostically important nuclei selected in images of
cytologic preparations in the form of a reduced vector
of features. The given model of the image is con-
structed to select the most informative features describ-
ing the images.

Input data: The set of vectors of the features
describing diagnostically important nuclei selected in
grayscale images of cytologic preparations, represented

in DIM form, .

Over parametrical image models, operations of
DIA 5 are introduced—addition, product, and multipli-
cation by an element of the field of real numbers—for
construction of the reduced vectors of the most infor-
mative features .

DIA 5, thus, generates a set of parametrical repre-
sentations of images:

where j = 1, …, m.
When the obtained representation of the image is

applied to the source information, the set of parametri-

MT
3 I j

2( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

I j
3{ } j 1 … m, ,=

I j
3{ } j 1 … m, ,=

OP
h{ }h 1 … q, ,=

�P
1

I j
3( ){ } gh I j

3( ){ }h 1 … q, ,={ },≡

MP
1 I j

3( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

MP
1 j( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

MP
1 j( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

�P
2

MP
1 j( )( ){ } + · α, ,( )MP

1 j( ){ },≡
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cal models of source images  ≡

 is constructed.

3.4. Generating Descriptive Trees

Research into parametrical and procedural GDTs
have led to construction of examples of GDTs used to
construct the above-described DIM. Note that proce-
dural GDTs were constructed using the thesaurus of
analysis and image processing [1].

Figure 3 presents the GDT of procedural conver-
sions of image analysis T1.

Figure 4 presents the GDT of conversions of image
processing T2.

According to this analysis of the literature on fea-
tures, the following classifications of features [8] have
been identifed:

—According to the image forming the basis for
evaluation of a feature.

MP
2 MP

1 j( )( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

MP
2 j( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

—According to the modeling representation form-
ing the basis for evaluation of a feature of the image.

—According to image area on which the feature is
calculated.

—According to the object forming a basis for an
evaluation of a feature.

—According to a feature level.
—According to the method by which a feature is

determined.
—According to the space of which the feature is an

admissible element.
—According to the mathematical apparatus used to

determine features.
—According to the level of regenerative ability.
—According to the invariance to certain type of

conversions.
According to these classifications, it is possible to

construct GDTs of character descriptions of ten types
(ten base parametrical GDTs).

Figure 5 presents the GDT of parametrical conver-
sions T3.

The above GDTs were used to choose the conver-
sions for construction of image models.

(1) GDT1 was used for construction of procedural

DIM .

The choice of segmentation algorithm is performed
by means of procedural GDT conversions of image
analysis T1 shown in Fig. 3. The boldface type denotes
the peak of tree T1[α] corresponding to selected seg-
mentation algorithm sb((U, C)  U') ∈ SB (DIG1)

(2) GDT2 was used for construction of procedural

DIM  and .

The choice of operation of the product of two
images (for construction of DIM

) and operations of converting
elements of a set of color images into elements of a set
of grayscale images (for construction of DIM

) is carried out by means of proce-
dural GDT conversions of image processing T2, shown
in Fig. 4. The italic type denotes the peak of tree T2[β]
corresponding to the operation of the product of
images. The boldface type denotes the peak of tree
T2[χ] corresponding to the operation of converting
f(U  V) ∈ F(DIA 3).

(3) GDT3 was used for construction of parametrical

DIM .

The choice of features of the images used for con-

struction of parametrical DIM  is car-
ried out by means of the parametrical GDT of features
of images T3, shown in Fig. 5. The italic type denotes
the following nodes of trees: the area of the object in

MT
1 Ii j( ) B j,( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

MT
2 Ii j( ) I j

1,( ){ } j 1 … m, ,= MT
3 I j

2( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

MT
2 Ii j( ) I j

1,( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

MT
3 I j

2( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

MP
1 j( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

MP
1 j( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

–

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

–

–

–

–

–

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Procedure GDI of image analvsis transforms

Division basis-the type of transforms

image segmentation methods

boundary-based image segmentation methods

edge-based image segmentation methods

pixel-based image segmentation methods

model-based image segmentation methods

segmentation based on active controur model

region-based image segmentation methods

geodesic active region

image thresholding methods

adaptive theresholding

clustering-based thresholding

entropy-based thresholding

hierarchical thresholding

histogram shape-based thresholding

locally adapyive thresholding

multi-spectral thresholding

multi-thresholding

percentile methods

spatial thresholding

thresholding based on attribute similarity

recursive splitting

region growing methods

texture-based image segmentation methods

shape analysis methods

object extration methods

texture analysis methods

Fig. 3. Procedural GDT image analysis conversions.
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Fig. 4. Procedural GDT image processing conversions.

Procedural GDT2 of image processing transformations

Division basis—types of transformations

detection of significant pixel groups and objects
 detection of pixels with maximal/minimal

creation of image negatives

construc tion and detection of objects

construction and detection of surfaces

construction and detection of volumes

construction and detection of boundaries

construction and detection of shadows

construction and detection of occlusions

construction and detection of depth

construction and detection of color

Ôconstruction and detection of motion

affine transformations over images

reflection

rotation

translation

scaling

transformation of images from the observer's

binarization and ranking of grayscale images

color-to-grayscale image reduction

improvement of image quality

smoothin

addition and elimination of noise

retouching

filtratio

increase of sharpness

improvement of texture

image histogram equalization

adding special effects to images

topological transformations

connected component labeling

 image thinning

geometric transformations

Delaunay triangulatio

construction of Voronoi diagrams

Hough transform

arithmetic transformations over images

addition of images

product of images

signal transformations

Fourier transform

calculation of image spectrum

Walsh transform

elementary problems of image reconstruction+

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

coordinates into real world coordinates

brightness
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Fig. 5. Parametrical GDT characters of images.

Procedural GDT3 of features

Division basis—mathematical apparatus used to define features

algebraic/ structural features
detection of primitive element—circle

detection of primitive element—angle

detection of primitive element—straight line

detection of primitive element—generalized cone

detection of primitive element—brea

detection of primitive element—T-shaped joint

detection of primitive element—X-shaped joint
detection of primitive element—Y-shaped joint

area of an object in pixels

combinatorial features

logical features

 indicators of presence/absence of primitive elements in images

 image description via Boolean functions

Boolean functions as indicators of changes
 in series of images

 arithmetic features

sum of object’s pixel brightness values

object’s perimeter

object’s volume

features derived by image segmentation

statistical features

features calculated from the cooccurrence matrix

entropy features

statistical moments

features calculated from brightness histogram

 local maximum from the histogram

binarization threshold

variance

mean

third central moment

fourth central moment

 matrix features

matrix determinant

matrix trace

coefficients derived by principal component analysis

coefficients derived by independent component analysis

 coefficients derived by linear discriminant analysis

spectral features

Òimage spectrum, its elements and functions

gradient-based features

features based on the Fourier transform

features based on the 2D cosine transform

features based on the Gabor transform

 topological geometric features

topological and geometric feature invariants

 closedness of curves, distinguished domains

granulometric features

convexity, centrality, and symmetry of the domain

Euler characteristics

connected domains distinguished by the watershed operation

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

+

–

–

–
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pixels T3[δ]; four statistical features (variance T3[ε],
average T3[φ], the third central moment T3[ϕ], and the
fourth central moment T3[γ]); the features based on
Fourier transform T3[η] (26 features); and granulomet-
ric features T3[µ] (16 features).

3.5. Algorithmic Scheme of Morphological Analysis
of Cell Nuclei of the Lymphatic System

3.5.1 Input data. To solve the task of recognition of
lymphoid cell nuclei, an archive containing
1830 images of preparations from 43 patients has been
created. The archive contains both images of prepara-
tions and contours of diagnostically valuable nuclei of
lymphoid cells (Table 2).

Note that the source images of nuclei of the cyto-
logic preparations are given by the set of implementa-

tions of images  ⊂  (n is the quantity
of source images), the set of information on the patient

and diagnosis  ⊂ , and the set of con-
tours of diagnostically important nuclei of cytologic

preparations  ⊂  (m is the number of
the diagnostically important nuclei selected in images
of cytologic preparations).

The set of implementations of images  ⊂

 is described by DIA 1.
Source images shared by two groups: learning set of

images  and recognized set of images

.

The descriptive model of the developed information
technology for morphological analysis of cell nuclei of
the lymphatic system is described by means of algorith-
mic scheme (3), which was interpreted by means of
specialized DIAs, DIMs, and GDTs.

In accordance with scheme 3, the descriptive model
consists of three stages: stage 1 of bringing images to a
form convenient for recognition; stage 2 of training the
recognition algorithm; stage 3 of applying the custom-
ized recognition algorithm to models of source images.

3.5.2. Image reduction to a recognizable form.
Stage 1 is schematically described as follows:

For a detailed description of the given stage, its six
steps 1.1–1.6 will be assigned as follows: obtaining
masks of diagnostically important nuclei; segmentation
of diagnostically important nuclei in images; conver-
gence of color images to grayscale images; computa-
tion of features by the constructed models of a learned
set; choice of informative features; and computation of
features by the constructed models of a recognized set.
Each step is presented as follows: (1) description of the

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,= Ĩ '{ }

Di{ }i 1 … n, ,= B̃ '{ }

C j{ } j 1 … m, ,= B̃ '{ }

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,=

Ĩ '{ }

Ii{ }
i 1 … n

2
---, ,=

Ii{ }i n/2[ ] 1 … n, ,+=

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,= My Ii( ){ }s n× .
{My}y = 1, …, s

step; (2) step operands; (3) step operations; (4) results
of application of step operations. Letters “a” and “b”
denote in what place processing of the learning and rec-
ognized images differs.

Step 1.1. Obtaining masks of diagnostically
important nuclei. Application of the segmentation
algorithm is described by DIG 1 operands sb((U,
C)  U') ∈ SB. The algorithm sb((U, C)  U') ∈
SB is applied to source images to derive the appropriate
mask (Scheme 7).

(7)

Step operands: Source images  and the
contours of diagnostically important nuclei on cells of

the lymphatic system  ⊂ .

Step operation: The operation described by means
of DIG 1. Such description of the operation by means
of the whole set of operands of DIG 1 gives flexibility
in choosing the segmentation algorithm applied at the
given step. During testing of the descriptive model of
the information technology for the given step, with the
help of GDT 1, peak T1[α] was selected, which corre-
sponds to the algorithm of threshold segmentation with
an automatically customized threshold.

Results of application of step operations consist

of the binary masks  ≡

 described by means of operands of DIG 2.
These binary masks are procedural models of source
images (T-DIM 1).

Step 1.2. Segmentation diagnostically important
nuclei in images. Multiplication of the mask
obtained at step 1 by a source image gives an image
of a diagnostically important nucleus of the source
image (Scheme 8).

(8)

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,= C j{ } j 1 … m, ,=,

MT
1 Ii j( ) C j,( ){ } j 1 … m, ,= .sb ∈ DIG1

1.1

DIA1

DIG2

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,=

C j{ } j 1 … m, ,= B̃ '{ }

MT
1 Ii j( ) C j,( ){ } j 1 … m, ,=

I j
1{ } j 1 … m, ,=

Ii{ }i 1 … n, ,= I j
1{ } j 1 … m, ,=,

MT
2 Ii j( ) I j

1,( ){ } j 1 … m, ,= I j
2{ } j 1 … m, ,= .≡(·)DIA1

1.2

DIA1

DIA2

Table 2.  Database statistics

Diagnoses No. patients No. images No. nuclei

LS 18 986 1639

TCLL 12 536 1025

CLL 13 308 2497

Total 43 1830 5161
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Step operands: Source images  and the
binary masks described by operands of DIG 2, obtained
at step 1.

Step operation is the operation DIA 1 of the prod-
uct of the two operands of DIA 1. All source images
have been multiplied by the appropriate binary masks.
The product operation has been selected by means of
GDT 2 and corresponds to peak T2[β] of the tree.

Results of application of the step operation:

Procedural models of source images 
(T-DIM 2).

Step 1.3. Convergence of color images to gray-
scale images. To compensate the difference in the con-
ditions of luminance and the color range of prepara-
tions, color images have been converted into grayscale
images (scheme 9).

(9)

Step operands: Image models 
(T-DIM 2).

Step operations are described by the elements of
DIA 2. Such a representation of the step of conversion
of color images to grayscale images gives flexibility in
choosing the processing algorithm for processing color
images. During testing of the descriptive model of the
information technology, with the help of GDT 2, node
T2[χ] was chosen, which corresponds to the operation
of converting f(U  V) ∈ F (element DIA 2), which
has the following form (I = {{(r(x, y), g(x, y), b(x, y)),
r(x, y), g(x, y), b(x, y) ∈ [0 … M – 1]}(x, y) ∈ X}): f(I) =
J = {{gray(x, y)}(x, y) ∈ X, (x, y) ∈ [0…M – 1]}, gray(x, y) =

g(x, y) , where B is the average luminance of the

dark blue component of the initial RGB image. The
green hue in this case is selected as the most informa-
tive.

Results of application of step operation are

T-models  (T-DIM 3).

Step 1.4a. Computation of features by the con-
structed models of the learned set. To calculate the
various features, the learning set of source images was
processed by means of various operations of DIA 4
(Scheme 10) (m1 is the number of segmented nuclei of
the learning set).

(10)
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M
-------
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1 I j

3( ){ } j 1 … m1, ,= MP
1 j( ){ } j 1 … m1, ,= .≡

{g1, g2, …} ∈ DIA4

1.4a

DIA3

DIA5

Step operands: Image models 
(T-DIM 3).

Step operations are described by elements of
DIA 4. Such a description of the step gives flexibility in

choosing features for obtaining P-models (j) (ele-
ments of DIA 5). During testing of the descriptive
model of the information technology, with the help of
parametrical GDT 3, the following were obtained:
47 features, calculated in each source image of a
nucleus; the area of the object in pixels T3[δ]; four sta-
tistical features (variance T3[ε], average T3[φ], the third
central moment T3[ϕ], and the fourth central moment
T3[γ]); features based on Fourier transform T3[η]
(26 features); granulometric features T3[µ] (16 fea-

tures). Model (j) is a vector of dimension 47, calcu-

lated on each procedural model , j = …m1.

Results of application of step operations are

P-models  (P-DIM 1).

Step 1.5a. Choice of informative features. This is
an additional step for abbreviating the dimension of the
image model to which the recognition algorithm will be
applied. As will be shown below, the recognition algo-
rithm is applied like it is to complete parametrical

model (j) (j = m1 + 1…m) and to reduced model

(j) (j = m1 + 1…m) (also, there is matching of
results of application of the same recognition algo-
rithms to different image models). At the given step, the
constructed descriptions of images of the learning set
were studied in terms of separation of the most infor-
mative features from them (Scheme 11).

(11)

Step operands: Parametrical image models

.

Step operations are described by elements of
DIA 5. Operations of DIA 5 of addition and product are
introduced for uniform convergence of the set of fea-
tures of images to the set of essential features of
images. Multiplication by an element of the field of real
numbers is introduced to normalize the vector of fea-
tures. Such a description of operations on separation of
essential features gives flexibility in various methods of
analyzing vectors of features to obtain a reduced set of
features. During testing of the descriptive model of the
information technology, factor analysis [11] was used
for feature analysis.

The factor analysis model assumes that the structure
of links between observable variables (features) can be

I j
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explained by the fact that these variables depend on a
smaller number of not immediately observable “hid-
den” variables, called factors. The purpose of factor
analysis is to represent a character in the form of a lin-
ear combination of factors:

where Fij is value of the ith character in the jth charac-
ter description; n is the number of features; m is the
number of character descriptions; r is number of fac-

tors; r < n, , , …  are factor loads subject to
determination of the ith character, taking a value from

–1 to 1; , , …,  are the factors for the jth
nucleus. This factor consists of the factor loads counted

over all features. Each addend  reflects the degree
of influence of the kth factor on variable Fij . The
obtained factors together are called the factor solution.

The vector of the features describing the learning set
were studied by means of factor analysis (information
on how selected nuclei corresponded to diagnoses was
used). It was explained in [11] that for the factors of one
significance level obtained on different groups of
nuclei, appropriate feature sets with high loads are not
equal. Therefore, for different groups of patients, the
diagnostic value of the same features varies. Three
groups of diagnostically valuable features have been
selected: in the first group of features, F1 (the area of
the nucleus in pixels), F15, F16 (granulometric fea-
tures) in combination with individual features from
groups F22–F29 (the features based on evaluation of
the Fourier spectrum); in the second group of features,
F2 (a Fourier character) was selected; and the third
group features, F42 and F45 (Fourier features) were
selected. By means of factor analysis, 14 of the most
important features (which have the greatest loads in the
first and second factors) were thus selected.

Results of application of step operations are para-

metrical models  (P-DIM 2), of vec-
tor dimension 14, counted on each procedural image

model , j = 1…m1.

Step 1.6b. Evaluation of features on the con-
structed models of the recognized set. By means of
steps 1.4 and 1.5, multimodel representations were
obtained for the learning set (multimodelibility arises from
the use of several image models in the course of obtaining a
definitive one). Step 1.6 is one of evaluation of features of
images for the recognized set of images (Scheme 12).

(12)
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1.6b

Step operands: Image models .

Step operations are described by means of ele-
ments of DIA 4. During testing of the descriptive model
of the information technology for the given step on a set
of recognized images, the evaluation of either 47 or
14 features of images is supposed.

Results of application of step operations are para-
metrical models  (at the given step,
multimodel representations of recognized images are
calculated).

3.5.3. Training and recognition. As the recognition
algorithm, the algorithm for computing estimations
(ACO) was selected as an algorithm conveniently rep-
resented by means of algebraic tools [11].

Input data. DIA 6 and its operands, Ψ( j ) ≡
 ∨  (j = 1…m), describe input data

for recognizing algorithm A; (Ψ(j) = (ψ1, ψ2, …, ψn) is
the vector of features of dimension n = 47 or n = 14;

 is the information on the recognized

set;  is the information on the learning set;

 =  is the information on the

learning set of images belonging to classes 

(agi ∈ {0, 1}, r = 3);  are source images of
preparations of one image on each selected nucleus
(since in one image more than one nucleus can be
selected, this set of source images can contain conter-
minous images). The recognition algorithm
A({Ψ(j) , , ) =

 ∈  solves the pattern recogni-

tion task, and  is the informational vector
obtained by means of algorithm A (j = m1 + 1…m).

The recognition algorithm was applied like it was to

complete image models  (j = 1…m, 47 features)

and to reduced image models  (j = 1…m, 14 fea-
tures).

The task of the ACO model. Any ACO algorithm is
defined as A = RArA, where RA is the recognition operator
(it calculates real estimations) and rA is a solution rule.

The first step of the task of algorithm A in the ACO
model is to indicate the system ΩA of subsets of the set
{1, 2, …, n}. Elements of ΩA are called reference sets
of the algorithm, and system ΩA is the system of refer-
ence subsets of algorithm A. In the given work, system
ΩA of all nonempty subsets of set {1, 2, …, n} was used.
To each subset Ω = {i1, i2, …, ik}, the characteristic
Boolean vector  = (α1, α2, …, αn) can be compared
one to one, where  = … =  = 1, and the remaining
coordinates are equal to 0.

The second step of the task of algorithm A is to
define the proximity function B( , ) = B( ,
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) of two subdescriptions of objects  and . A

description  is called a subdescription  of an

object with a description Ψu = ( , , …, ). We
will give the proximity function by a system of inequal-
ities with parameters. Let εi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2, …, n, e =

(ε1, …, εn). We will write a system inequalities: ρi( ,

) ≤ εi, i = 1, 2, …, k, where the ρi is the metrics in set
Mi of the value of the ith character, i = 1, 2, …, n. We
will juxtapose a pair of admissible objects  and 
with descriptions Ψu and Ψt to a characteristic vector

 = (δ1, δ2, …, δn) = ( , ) according to the follow-
ing rule: if ρi(ai, bi) ≤ εi , δi = 1; if ρi(ai, bi) > εi, δi = 0,

i = 1, …, n. We will designate  the number of

elements in . We will examine the proximity

function B( , ), which is equal to 1 if and only if

individual coordinates ω in  contain, among individ-

ual coordinates,  (all inequalities ρω ≤ εω are
fulfilled). In the given ACO model, the recognition
operator RA for each new object I ' calculates the estima-

tion Γj(I ') = , where j = 1, …,

r;  = Kj ∩ { , , …, }, µ( ) is the number of

elements in , and m is the number of objects in a
class. Parameters of the recognizing operator are ele-
ments of vector e. To the calculated estimations rA, a
decision rule is applied for decision-making on an
object belonging to a class. In the given ACO model, a
standard decision rule is used:

The case of the presence of two or more elements is
interpreted as “the object possibly belongs to several
classes.” The case when the binary vector consists only
of zeros implies that the object is not similar to one of
classes. The parameters of the decision rule are vectors

 = ( , …, , , ), i = 1, …, r.

Stage 2 “Learning of recognition algorithms” is
schematically described as follows:
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Step 2.1. Learning of the recognition operator. At
the given step, recognition operator RA is applied to the
learning set to compute the estimations .

(13)

Step operands: Image models of learning set
.

Step operation is described by the formula Γj(I ') =

.

As a result of application of the operation, the set
of models of the learning set is converted into a set of
real estimations.

Step 2.2. Decision rule training. At the given step,
to the set of calculated estimations of the learned set,
the decision rule rA is applied, and on true informational

vectors, parameters  = ( , …, , , ), i =
1, …, r and e are customized.

(14)

Step operands: Valid estimations  and

semantic information on diagnoses of patients, whose
images of cytologic preparations enter into the learning
set  ⊂  (let the present informa-

tion be given in the form of true informational vectors;
then vector elements are also real numbers).

Step operations: Operation of application of the
decision rule, operation of estimation of the results in
accordance with true informational vectors, and opera-
tions of customization of parameters of the decision
rule and the recognition operator.

Results of application of step operation will
be customized parameters of recognition algorithms

(e, , …, ).
Stage 3 “Application of recognition algorithms” is

schematically described as follows:

Step 3.1. Application of the recognition operator.
At the given step, recognition operator RA is applied to
the recognized set to compute the estimations

 with parameter e obtained at the pre-
vious step.
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Step operands: Image models of the recognized set
.

Step operation is described by formula Γj(I ') =

.

As a result of application of the operation, the set of
models of the learning set is converted into a set of real
estimations.

Step 3.2. Application of the decision rule. At the
given step, to the set of calculated estimations of the
recognized set, the decision rule rA with the parameters

 = ( , …, , , ), i = 1, …, r is applied.

(16)

Step operands: Valid estimations .

Step operation: Operation of application of the
decision rule.

Results of application of operation are informa-
tional vectors .

Algorithmic scheme. In this section, we have
described the main steps and elements of an informa-
tion technology for automation of diagnostic analysis
of cytologic preparations of patients with tumors of the
lymphatic system (Figs. 6, 7):

3.5.4. Results of testing of descriptive model of an
information technology. For testing of the descriptive
model of the information technology at the stage of
bringing images to a form convenient for recognition,
the program system Black square [9] was used. The
given system was used for preprocessing of images,
segmentation of nuclei of lymphoid cells in images of
cytologic preparations, and computation of the geomet-
rical, brightness, granulometric, and spectral features
of nuclei.

In the program, the elementary algorithm of thresh-
old segmentation of an image with morphological pro-
cessing of the obtained image of nuclei is implemented.
The segmentation module can be augmented by other
procedures of automatic segmentation of images. The
module for computation of features can be augmented
by procedures for evaluating other features of images.

At the level of learning and recognition, for an
experimental research, the program system Recogni-
tion 1.0 [29] was used, which includes effective imple-
mentation of ACO methods and allows applying them
to solve practical tasks. Practice has shown that the best
results are achieved by voting over all possible refer-
ence sets, and that during autodetection of the power of
reference sets and the assigning of a fixed power of the
reference set, the accuracy decreases.

When the entire set of features is used, the accuracy
of recognition is 86.75%, and for various classes, the
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accuracy of recognition differs (Table 3). The high
accuracy of recognition in diagnosing CLL is probably
linked to the fact that CLL is a benign affliction, while
LS and TCLL are malignant. Thus, cells in the diagno-
sis of CLL have strongly pronounced differences from
cells of other diagnoses, and among themselves cells of
diagnoses of LS and TCLL are more similar.

1.1Obtaining masks of diagnostically
important nuclei in images

1.2Segmentation of diagnostically
important nuclei in images

1.3Reduction of color images to gray
scale images

1.4a

Feature calculation
on constructed
image models of
the training set

1.5aSelection of
informative
features

1.6b

Feature calculation
on constructed
image models of
the recognition set

3.1b

3.2b

2.1a

2.2a

Training of
recognition
operator

Application of
recognition
operator

Training of
decision rule

Application of
 decision rule 

Fig. 6. Descriptive model of the information technology.

Table 3.  Accuracy of recognition when using feature
description from 47 characters

Diagnosis No. correctly
recognized cells

Total
no. cells

Accuracy
of recogni-

tion, %

LS 693 820 84.51

TCLL 325 513 63.35

CLL 1221 1248 97.84

For the entire 
set of cells

2239 2581 86.75
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When the set of features is reduced to 14, selected
by factor analysis, the accuracy of recognition is
reduced to 83.18 % (Table 4).

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the given paper, practical application of the alge-
braic instruments DAIAU is demonstrated: we have
shown how to build, by means of DIA, the model of a
technology for automating diagnostic analysis of cyto-
logic preparations of patients with tumors of the lym-
phatic system. This model has been used for the cre-

ation of software for application of this technology, its
testing, and comparison of results.

The main contribution of the given paper is con-
struction of a model for a method ensuring a unified
representation of the technology, instead of develop-
ment of a method for solving a medical task. This work,
thus, solves a dual task: first, it represents a technology
in the form of a well-structured mathematical model
and, second, shows how DIA can be used in an image
analysis task.

In the future, DAIAU and its main instruments—
DIA, DIM and GDT—will be applied to constructing
models of an information technology for automation of
diagnostic analysis of medical images in other areas of
medicine.
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Table 4.  Accuracy of recognition with character description
from 14 characters

Diagnosis No. correctly
recognized cells

Total
no. cells

Accuracy
of recogni-

tion, %

LS 626 820 76.34%

TCLL 300 513 58.48%

CLL 1221 1248 97.84%

For the entire 
set of cells

2147 2581 83.18%
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Fig. 7. Algorithmic scheme of the information technology.
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